In this paper, we obtain SSD codes with unitary weight matrices (but not CODs) from matrix representations of Clifford algebras. Moreover, we derive an upper bound on the rate of SSD codes with unitary weight matrices and show that our codes meet this bound. Also, we present conditions on the signal sets which ensure full-diversity and give expressions for the coding gain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Linear Space-Time Block Codes (STBCs) [1] have been extensively studied and among these STBCs obtained from Complex Orthogonal Designs (CODs) [2] , [3] are particularly attractive due to their single-symbol decodability (symbol-bysymbol decodability). The close relationship of CODs with Hurwitz-Radon family of matrices and matrix representations of Clifford algebras have been studied in [4] , [5] . However, STBCs from designs that are not CODs can also be singlesymbol decodable and such codes have been reported in [6] - [9] and [10] - [15] . These codes are not of full-diversity for all complex constellations whereas CODs are -however, the rate of such codes with 2 a × 2 a can be a 2 a−1 whereas for the same size CODs can offer only a+1 2 a . In this paper, we obtain a class of single-symbol decodable codes from Clifford algebras that are not CODs and study their rate, full-diversity and coding gain properties.
Let us consider a n × n linear STBC given by
A iQ = c i A iI , for some c i ∈ R, 1 ≤ i ≤ K
where x i = x iI + jx iQ , 1 ≤ i ≤ K, are the K complex variables with x iI and x iQ denoting, respectively, the in-phase and quadrature components of x i and j = √ −1. The set of n × n complex matrices {A iI , A iQ }, called the weight matrices of S define S. Notice that in (2) , it is assumed that the components of the pair (A iI , A iQ ) is not a real scaled version of one another. For otherwise, the code may not be decodable for some signal sets as follows: Suppose A jQ = cA jI for some j and real number c. Then in the term x jI A jI + x jQ A jQ = (x jI + cx jQ )A jI the real quantity (x jI + cx jQ ) can turn out to be the same for two different complex signal points leading to the same space time codeword for two different sets of information symbols.
Definition 1: 
values for x i , i = 1, 2, ..., k, where H stands for the complex conjugate transpose and I n is the n × n identity matrix. Notice that the code S is a complex design which may or may not be a COD. A set of necessary and sufficient conditions for S to be a COD is [3] , [4] 
STBCs obtained from CODs [3] , [4] are single-symbol decodable (symbol-by-symbol decodable) like the well known Alamouti code [2] , and satisfy all the three equations (3), (4) and (5) . For S to be single-symbol decodable it is not necessary that it satisfies (3) and (5); i.e., it is sufficient that it satisfies only (4) -this result was first shown in [6] - [8] . Since then, different classes of single-symbol decodable codes have been studied by several authors, [6] - [9] , [10] - [11] , [12] - [15] In this paper, we construct a class of UW-SSD codes from irreducible matrix representations of Clifford algebras and study their rate, full-diversity and coding gain properties. The contributions of this paper are
• derivation of an upper bound on the rate of any UW-SSD code.
• construction of a class of UW-SSD codes from matrix representations of real Clifford algebras with rate equal to the upper bound.
• identification of signal sets which will give full-diversity for the class of codes constructed using Clifford algebras.
• identification of code and signal set parameters that influence the coding gain of the codes constructed.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II we describe a normalization for linear STBCs which will facilitate the construction and analysis of our codes. The UW-SSD codes are constructed in Section III using matrix representations of Clifford algebras. In Section IV an upper bound on the rate of any UW-SSD code (not necessarily constructed in this paper) is presented. Full-diversity and coding gain properties of our codes are presented in Section V. Concluding remarks constitute Section VI.
II. NORMALIZATION OF UW-SSD CODES
It is well known that SSD codes are closely related to Hurwitz-Radon family of matrices and also Clifford algebras [5] , [4] . In this section, we introduce an important notion called normalizing a linear STBC which not only simplifies the analysis of the codes but also provides deep insight various aspects of different classes of codes discussed in this paper.
Towards this end, let
be a Unitary Weight code (UW code), i.e., for which all the weight matrices are unitary. We normalize the weight matrices of the code as
to get the normalized version of (6) to be
We call the code S N to be the normalized code of S U .
Theorem 1:
The code S U is SSD iff S N is SSD. In other words normalization does not affect the SSD property.
Proof: For 1 ≤ i = j ≤ K, all the three equations of (4) are satisfied by the weight matrices of S U iff they are satisfied by the weight matrices of S N which is easily verified.
Theorem 2: S U and S N have the same coding gain. Proof: Let DP(S U ) and DP(S N ) respectively denote the diversity product of S U and S N . Then
where
Inserting which in (9) we get, if
Similarly, for the normalized code, we have
Now from the normalization process (7) we have, for all i,
The following theorem identifies a set of sufficient conditions for a UW code to be UW-SSD.
Theorem 3: A n × n UW code described by (6) and its normalized version given by (8) are both UW-SSD code if after normalization the weight matrices satisfy the following conditions:
A
Proof: The proof is by direct verification of (4) for the weight matrices of both the codes.
Definition 2: A UW-SSD code satisfying the conditions of (12) is defined to be a Clifford Unitary Weight SSD (CUW-SSD) codes.
The name in the above definition is due to the fact that such codes are constructable using matrix representations of real Clifford algebras which is shown in Section III.
III. CUW-SSD CODES FROM CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS
In this section we obtain CUW-SSD codes from matrix representations of real Clifford algebras. For a nice introduction to and basic properties of these representations see [4] .
Definition 3: The Clifford algebra, denoted by CA L , is the algebra over the real field R generated by L objects γ k , k = 1, 2, · · · , L which are anti-commuting, (γ k γ j = −γ j γ k , ∀k = j,) and squaring to −1, (γ
Note that the number of basis elements is the number of non-ordered combinations of L objects which is 2 L . A matrix representation of an algebra is completely specified by the representation of its basis, which in turn is completely specified by a representation of its generators. For a Clifford algebra, we are thus interested in matrix representation of the generators γ k 's. In N -dimensional representation 1 is represented by I N , the N × N identity matrix and the generators are anti-commuting matrices that square to −I N . In the following sections, we will use the fact that a double cover of the basis of a Clifford algebra
Lemma 1: We can have 2a − 1 Hurwitz-Radon matrices in N = 2 a dimension along with a non-identity Hermitian matrix which commutes with all these 2a − 1 matrices.
Proof: Let
From [4] we know that the representation of the generators of CA 2a+1 is given by
From the above list of representation matrices we take the first (2a − 1) of them, i.e.,
as our required set of H-R matrices and
to be the required Hermitian matrix. Using the relation σ 1 σ 2 = jσ 3 and the following properties of the tensor products of matrices A, B, C and D
it can be easily checked that R (γ 1 ) commutes with all the (2a − 1) matrices of (15) . Now, we are ready to construct the CUW-SSD codes. Theorem 3 and Lemma 1 suggests an elegant method of constructing rate a 2 a−1 UW-SSD codes. Now, we describe this construction in the following theorem followed by illustrative examples.
Theorem 4: Consider the following 2 a ×2 a weight matrices
and σ 1 , σ 2 and σ 3 are given by (13) . With these weight matrices the resulting 2 a × 2 a code S(x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x 2a ) given by (18) at the top of the next page, where
x iI and
is a CUW-SSD code in 2a complex variables with rate ( a 2 a−1 ). Proof: From the representation matrices of Lemma 1 and by the construction of weight matrices it is easily checked by direct verification that all the sufficient conditions of Theorem 3 given by (12) for an UW-SSD are satisfied. The a = 1−CUW-SSD code is
and the a = 2−CUW-SSD code is
which is 2 6 4 x1I − jx4Q x2I + jx3I x4I + jx1Q −x3Q + jx2Q −x2I + jx3I x1I + jx4Q −x3Q − jx2Q −x4I + jx1Q −x4I − jx1Q x3Q − jx2Q x1I − jx4Q x2I + jx3I x3Q + jx2Q x4I − jx1Q −x2I + jx3I x1I + jx4Q ISIT 2006, Seattle, USA, July 9 14, 2006 σ x1
IV. AN UPPER BOUND FOR THE RATE OF UW-SSD CODES In this section we show that for arbitrary 2 a × 2 a UW-SSD codes (not necessarily CUW-SSD codes) the rate The following three lemmas (proofs omitted due to space considerations) concerning the representations of groups will be also used to prove our upper bound.
Lemma 2 (Schur's Lemma): For a finite group G, if {A g ∈ M n×n |g ∈ G} is a unitary matrix representation and P ∈ M n×n is a matrix that commutes with all A g , g ∈ G, then P = λI n for some non-zero λ ∈ R.
Lemma 3: For the finite group G L of (III) if there exist a matrix P which commutes with all the representation matrices of the generators of G L then it commutes with all the representation matrices, i.e.,
Theorem 5: The rate
Proof: When the code (8) is UW-SSD, the set of matrices A iI , 2 ≤ i ≤ K, constitute an Hurwitz-Radon family of matrices, for n = 2 a , and hence we have,
Claim 1 K = 2a + 2: We prove this claim by contradictionsuppose the (8) is of rate K n where K = 2a + 2 and n = 2 a .
Since the code is SSD, the set
is a set of skew-Hermitian anticommuting unitary matrices. Hence, they represent an irreducible representation of the generators of CA 2a+1 . Also, by putting j = 1 and 2 ≤ i in the first equation of (4), we get,
Now from the set {A iI } 2a+2 i=2
we construct another set
Now it can easily be verified that this new set
is also a set of skew-Hermitian anticommuting unitary matrices. Hence this also represents an irreducible representation of the generators of CA 2a+1 . Further, for 2 ≤ i ≤ 2a + 2, using (20) and (21), we have
Moreover,
(24) which follows from repeated use of (20) noting that there are even no of terms in the product. So A 1Q is a matrix that commutes with all the representation matrices of the generators of the CA 2a+1 . Hence using Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 we have, (2) . On the other hand, if λ / ∈ R but λ ∈ C then condition (20) is violated. This means there does not exists an A 1Q which satisfies all the conditions and hence a code of the assumed rate does not exist. So K = 2a + 2.
Claim 2 K = 2a + 1: The proof for this claim is omitted due to lack of space.
From these two claims and (19) it follows that
V. DIVERSITY AND CODING GAIN OF CUW-SSD CODES
We have seen in Theorem 2 that the coding gain of a UW-SSD does not change when normalized. Hence, for a CUW-SSD code S the expression given by (11) can be used. Towards this end, since CUW-SSD codes satisfy the sufficient conditions (12), we have sense that this alone influences the coding gain. For this reason we give the name the discriminant of S to it. Since the discriminant is unitary, so it is diagonalizable, say, A 1Q = EΛE −1 , where E is the matrix containing the eigenvectors of A 1Q and Λ is the diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of A 1Q . Now as eigenvalues of unitary matrix lie on the unit circle and eigenvalues of Hermitian matrix are all real, the entries of Λ are ±1 only. Using this information in (26) we can show that DP(S) = 1 2 √ n min
where A 1Q has m number of +1s and the remaining n − m number of −1s as eigenvalues. As can easily be seen, this code is not full diversity in general. for if x i = 0 but, x iI = ± x iQ , then DP(S) = 0. This proves the following theorem giving the necessary and sufficient conditions for a code CUW-SSD code S to have full-diversity.
Theorem 6: Let S be a CUW-SSD code with the variables x i , i = 1, 2, · · · , K taking values from a complex signal set S. Also, let
be the difference signal set of S. Then, S will have fulldiversity if and only if the difference signal set ∆S does not have any point on the lines that are at ±45 degrees in the complex plane apart from the origin. From the expression for the diversity product (27) we see that the coding gain depends not only on the signal set from which the variables take values from it depends also on the discriminant A 1Q of the code S via m. So, the problem of maximizing the coding gain involves the proper choice of the discriminant for the code as well as the signal set. If the discriminant is chosen such that it is traceless (i.e., it has trace equal to zero or equivalently it has the same number of +1 and -1's as eigenvalues), then m = n/2 and (27) reduces to
which does not depend on the discriminant of the code. The two examples given previously of the CUWSSD codes have a traceless discriminant. For some of the codes in [12] - [15] the coding gain expression (29) is reported.
Notice that with the traceless condition, we have the discriminant to be a traceless, unitary, Hermitian matrix commuting with all A iI , i = 1, 2, · · · , K.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The interrelationship of the codes of this paper with those in [10] - [11] and [12] - [15] is under investigation. The codes presented in [10] and [11] are necessarily obtained via or using Quasi-Orthogonal Designs (QODs) whereas in the construction of our codes we do not need a QOD. Similarly, some of the constructions in [12] - [15] need QODs though all these codes are invariably with unitary weight matrices. The CIODs studied in [6] - [9] are NUW-SSD codes and do not intersect with the codes of this paper which are necessarily UW-SSDs. However, our initial work indicates that it may be possible to obtain CIODs using appropriate representations of Clifford algebras.
